We present an alternative scheme to the widely used method of representing the basis of one-band Hubbard model through the relation I = I ↑ +2 M I ↓ given by H. Q. Lin and J. E. Gubernatis [Comput. Phys. 7, 400 (1993)], where I ↑ , I ↓ and I are the integer equivalents of binary representations of occupation patterns of spin up electrons, spin down electrons and both spin up and spin down electrons respectively; M being the number of sites. We compute and store only I ↑ or I ↓ at a time to generate the Hamiltonian matrix. The non-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix given as I ↓ ⊗ H ↑ ⊕ H ↓ ⊗ I ↑ is generated using a bottom-up approach by computing the small matrices H ↑ (spin up hopping Hamiltonian) and H ↓ (spin down hopping Hamiltonian) and then forming the tensor product with respective identity matrices I ↓ and I ↑ , thereby saving significant computation time and memory. We find that the total CPU time to generate the non-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix using the new one spin configuration basis scheme is reduced by about an order of magnitude as compared to the two spin configuration basis scheme.
vides information about many-body correlations by giving an exact solution of the model albeit on finite lattices. It is a memory expensive technique, apart from being CPU intensive. ED solver is limited to small clusters because of large memory required for an exponentially growing Hilbert space. It also provides flexibility on parameters tuning. When used as an impurity solver in DMFT scheme, ED introduces parametrization of the effective bath which makes it superior to the Quantum Monte Carlo method [11] . Unlike Quantum Monte Carlo simulations at low temperatures, ED suffers no fermionic sign problem. With proper finite size scaling, it helps to gain insight into the many-body system in thermodynamic limit. ED is also advantageous in providing realfrequency information and serves as a check on approximate methods.
The scheme to generate the basis of one-band Hubbard model using both up and down spin was given by H. Q. Lin and J. E. Gubernatis [12] about two decades ago. Since then researchers have been using [13, 14] and recommending [15] [16] [17] the two spin configuration basis, that involves (now)unnecessary computation time and memory requirements. Since in the Hubbard model, up spin and down spin do not mix with each other as no term in the Hamiltonian changes an up spin to a down spin and vice versa, we treat both spin bases in a many-body basis state separately while applying the Hamiltonian to them and present a new scheme that requires only one spin configuration basis at a time to generate the Hamiltonian matrix leading to significant gain in computation time and memory.
The contents of this paper are organised as follows. In section II., we describe the generation of basis states in our scheme. Section III. presents generation of the Hamiltonian matrix. In Section IV., we demonstrate the usefullness of our scheme in diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix. In Section V., we present some test runs to compare two-spin and one-spin basis schemes. Finally in section VI., we discuss the advantages of our scheme over the widely used two spin configuration basis scheme.
II. GENERATION OF BASIS STATES
The number operator:
and the z-projection of the total spin:
both commute with the Hamiltonian (1). For basis construction we use both these symmetries which is equivalent to conservation of total number of spin up(N ↑ = 1 2 N + S z ) and total number of spin down(N ↓ = 1 2 N − S z ) electrons. We perform diagonalization in a sector(N ↑ , N ↓ ) of total Hilbert space with fixed number of spin up electrons and of spin down electrons. Hilbert space for a sector(N ↑ , N ↓ ) can be constructed by forming the tensor product:
The basis states spanning V map uniquely onto an integer I defined by [12] 
where n ↑ (i) and n ↓ (i) are the occupancies of site i for up spin and down spin respectively; M being the total number of sites. The basis state of V is written as:
where
is the spin down basis state of V N ↑ . The bits of integer I represent a specific basis state:
Like the two- 
where Index=index of basis state (I) of V, Index ↑ =index of spin up basis state (I ↑ ) of V N ↑ , Index ↓ =index of spin down basis state (I ↓ ) of V N ↓ , count ↑ =total number of basis states of spin up configuration spanning V N ↑ . The algebraic relation (8) give the index of I of V in terms of index of I ↑ of V N ↑ and of I ↓ of V N ↓ respectively. 011  3  1  001  1  1  1  101  5  2  001  1  1  2  110  6  3  001  1  1  3  011  3  1  010  2  2  4  101  5  2  010  2  2  5  110  6  3  010  2  2  6  011  3  1  100  4  3  7  101  5  2  100  4  3  8  110  6  3  100  4 For example, from table I, the spin up basis state |110 of V N ↑ having index ↑ =3 and spin down basis state |010 of V N ↓ having index ↓ =2 will result in a basis state |110 |010 of V with an index=(2-1)3+3=6.
All the basis states spanning V Nσ where (σ =↑ or ↓) and their respective indices are generated using Algorithm I, given in Appendix A which assumes the existence of a bit fuction bittest(i, j) that returns true if bit in position j of i is 1, else false; i and j being integers. Most of high level programming languages such as fortran 90 and C ++ have intrinsic functions for bitwise operations on integers. For half filled (N ↑ + N ↓ = M ) sectors, the basis states spanning V Nσ can be obtained from the basis states spanning V N σ , where if σ =↑ (↓) then σ =↓ (↑) using the following loop:
where the function not(k) returns the logical compliments of the bits of integer k and f = if count σ is odd. Total number of basis states spanning V Nσ where (σ =↑ or ↓) , i.e., count σ is computed using the number of ways to distribute N σ electrons among M sites.
The dimensionality of Hilbert space of a given sector
but we are not required to generate I , s spanning the full Hilbert space V. We work only with I 
III. GENERATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN MATRIX
When the Hamiltonian is applied to each of the basis states, the Hamiltonian matrix is generated.
A. Non-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix
The non-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix is due to the effect of hopping terms c † iσ c jσ + c † jσ c iσ that move an electron from site i to j or from j to i.
For generation of the non-diagonal matrix elements the basis states spanning V Nσ are required and only the total number of basis states spanning V N σ , i.e., count σ are required, where if σ =↑ (↓) then σ =↓ (↑).
Spin up hopping
We generate all the spin up basis states spanning V N ↑ (using Algorithm I, given in Appendix A) and compute the total number of spin down basis spanning V N ↓ , i.e., count ↓ using Eq. (9) .
Let the action of of a spin up hopping term change a state basis ↑ (p) to basis ↑ (l), (11) where esign takes care of the sign depending upon the number of occupied sites between the i and j sites, i.e., if an electron hops over an even number of electrons, esign = +1 and if it hops over an odd number of electrons, esign = −1. Index ↑ p is known and the index ↑ l can be found either by storing the indices of the basis states in a seperate array while generating the basis states as in Algorithm I or by using a binary search.
All the elements of the Hamiltonian matrix due to this particular hopping between these two spin up basis states can be computed via a simple loop:
where matrix(r, s) is the (r,s)th element of the Hamiltonian matrix.
All the matrix elements generated through this loop are obtained by applying a spin up hopping term to a spin up basis state and enables us to get rid of the repetitive application of the Hamiltonian everytime to get a matrix element [17] .
The above procedure is repeated for each of the spin up hopping terms acting on each of the spin up basis states spanning V N ↑ to obtain all the matrix elements due to spin up hopping.
Spin down hopping
We generate all the spin down basis states spanning V N ↓ (using Algorithm I, given in Appendix A) and compute the total number of spin up basis states spanning V N ↑ , i.e., count ↑ using Eq. (9) . Let the action of of a spin down hopping term change a state basis ↓ (p) to basis ↓ (l), (12) where esign takes care of the sign as explained earlier.
Index ↓ l is found as discussed above in the case of spin up hopping.
All the elements of the Hamiltonian matrix due to this particular hopping between these two spin down basis states can be computed via a simple loop:
where matrix(r, s) is the (r,s)th element of the Hamiltonian matrix. This loop again helps to avoid the repititive application of Hamiltonian everytime to get a matrix element as in the case of spin up hopping.
The above procedure is repeated for each of the spin down hopping terms acting on each of the spin down basis states spanning V N ↓ to obtain all the matrix elements due to spin down hopping.
B. Diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix
The diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix is due to the onsite Coulomb interaction that counts the double occupancy of a site. The onsite interaction term U i n i↑ n i↓ acting on a basis state gives the same basis state multiplied by the number of doubly occupied sites times U .
For generation of diagonal matrix elements the basis states of only one configuration (σ =↑ or ↓) spanning V Nσ are required at a time.
All the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix can be computed using Algorithm II, given in Appendix B in which matrix(r, r) is the (r,r)th element of the Hamiltonian matrix and U being the onsite interaction. In Algorithm II, if (
is the total number of spin up(down) basis states of V N ↑ (V N ↓ ) in which any one given site is occupied and if
is the total number of spin up(down) basis states of V N ↑ (V N ↓ ) in which any one given site is unoccupied. In sectors where either N ↑ or N ↓ is equal to M , all the diagonal elements are equal to U times min(N ↑ , N ↓ ).
Algorithm II is much simplified for the Anderson impurity model [19] (13) where the onsite Coulomb interaction is only on one impurity site. DMFT that maps the Hubbard model onto Anderson impurity model uses it efficiently. Even the impurity Green's function:
required for DMFT self consistency loop has been computed by generating the basis states of only one configuration (σ =↑ or ↓) spanning V Nσ at a time after solving the impurity model by Exact Diagonalization. The calculation of dynamical properties of a given Hamiltonian using Lanczos method by constructing a full continued fraction [20] has also been done by generating the basis states of only one configuration (σ =↑ or ↓) spanning V Nσ at a time. A full description of the method along with the analysis of the results will be published elsewhere.
IV. DIAGONALIZATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN MATRIX
After generating the Hamiltonian matrix we diagonalize it to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Owing to the spareness of the Hamiltonian matrix and the fact that we are interested in the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the ground state and a few low-lying excited states only, we can use the Lanczos method [21] of diagonalizing large, sparse, symmetric matrices. For using the Lanczos algorithm, the matrix does not have to be constructed explicitly, since only its application to a vector is needed to compute the span of the Krylov subspace K j (H, q) = q, Hq, ..., H j−1 q. The main computational step in the Lanczos Algorithm is the matrix-vector multiplication without having an explicit representation of the matrix. One way is to have some functional representation of the matrix taking its repeating patterns into account so that it can be applied to a vector and the other way is to compute the Hamiltonian matrix everytime as and when required. Our scheme will be useful in both the cases.
A. Storage of the nonzero elements of Hamiltonian matrix for matrix-vector multiplication
In each row of the sparse Hamiltonian matrix, there are very few nonzero elements. For the one-band Hubbard model on an one-dimensional ring of M sites, considering only the nearest-neighbours hopping, the Hamiltonian matrix in any given row will have at the most 2M nonzero off-diagonal elements; M elements due to the hopping terms of either spin configuration σ(↑ or ↓).
For an Anderson impurity model on an M site lattice in which the trasition is possible between the impurity site and the bath constituted by all other sites, each row of the Hamiltonian matrix will have a maximum of 2M − 2 nonzero off-diagonal elements; M − 1 elements due to the hopping terms of either spin configuration σ(↑ or ↓). Let P be the maximum number of finite off-diagonal matrix elements in any given row of the Hamiltonian matrix. For an R × R matrix, there is an effective R × (P + 1) matrix, where R = count ↑ count ↓ .
In our scheme both spin up and spin down bases are treated seperately.
The diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix corresponding to
can be generated on-the-fly by storing the integer arrays index U↑ and index U↓ of maximum dimension (M,
By applying the spin up hopping terms to each of the spin up basis states spanning V N ↑ , the following Hamiltonian:
matrix can be generated having effective dimension count ↑ × (P/2). Similarly by applying the spin down hopping terms to each of the spin down basis states spanning V N ↓ , the following Hamiltonian:
matrix can be generated having effective dimension count ↓ × (P/2). The Hubbard Hamiltonian in matrix representation is mathematically given as:
where I ↑ (I ↓ ) is the identity operator for electrons with spin up(down). Using our scheme we directly obtain the matrices H ↑ and H ↓ respectively. Total number of non-zero matrix elements in H σ where (σ =↑ or ↓) is P × M−2 C Nσ−1 , where M > 2 and 0 < N σ < M . Thus number of non-zero matrix elements in
Since the matrices H ↑ (H ↓ ) are hermitian, we are required to compute and store the symmetric half of their non-zero elements, say the upper triangle or the lower triangle of matrix elements. We store the esign(sign of the matrix element depending upon the number of occupied sites between the transition sites as explained earlier) of all the non-zero elements of H σ row-wise in a 1D integer array nsign σ of length P/2 × M−2 C Nσ−1 for M > 2 and 0 < N σ < M and the column indices of the corresponding matrix elements in another 1D integer array nlink σ of the same size. We store the number of exact non-zero elements in each row of the matrix in a 1D integer array nhop σ of size count σ . We define the matrix elements corresponding to the two values of esign = 1 and esign = −1 as ndiag(1) = −t and ndiag(−1) = t respectively where t is the hopping amplitude. FIG. 1 . shows a matrix stored in this way. We perform the matrix vector multiplication q new = Hq old , where q old and q new are the vectors of dimension count ↑ count ↓ . The vector product with the non diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix due to spin up hoppping, i.e. q new = q new + (I ↓ ⊗ H ↑ )q old can be computed using the following nested loop:
where q new may be zero or have some initial value at the starting of the loop.
The vector product with the non diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix due to spin down hoppping, i.e. q new = q new + (H ↓ ⊗ I ↑ )q old can be computed via the following nested loop:
The storage requirement of the non-diagonal part of Hamiltonian matrix of effective dimension (count ↑ count ↓ ) × (P ) reduces to the storage requirement of two hermitian matrices of effective dimensions count ↑ × (P/2) and count ↓ × (P/2) respectively. For the sector N ↑ = N ↓ , i.e. S z = 0, the two hermitian matrices of effective dimensions count ↑ × (P/2) and count ↓ × (P/2) are the same, thereby requiring storage only for a hermitian matrix of effective dimension count ↑ × (P/2). The storage of the Hamiltonian matrix in this form is ideally suited for parallelization [13, 14] . Matrices H ↑ and H ↓ can be stored on each node using sparse matrix format which in turn lead to significant reduction in inter-node communication on a parallel machine.
B. Computation of non-zero matrix elements for matrix-vector multiplication
In our scheme, to obtain the non-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix we compute only the small matrix H ↑ (H ↓ ) and then form the tensor product I ↓ ⊗ H ↑ (H ↓ ⊗ I ↑ ) through a nested loop. In other words, for generation of the non-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix due to spin σ hopping terms, the operation of H σ acting on each of the I , s which is equal to count ↑ count ↓ is split in our scheme into the operation of H σ acting on each of the I , σ s which is equal to count σ to generate the matrix H σ and then taking the product of each the non-zero elements of H σ with total non-zero elements of identity matrix I σ which is equal to count σ ; where if σ =↑ (↓) then σ =↓ (↑). Table II . (Table III. ) shows the comparision of time taken to generate the non-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix by applying the Hamiltonian to two-spin basis states I , s and one-spin basis states I , σ s respectively in 1D system (4 × 4 lattice). We find that by using one spin configuration basis the total CPU time for computation of non-diagonal part of Hamiltonian matrix is reduced to 1/9 ∼ 1/11 compared to the two spin configuration basis. While computing the non-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix, the action of a hopping term changes a basis state to another whose index can be found by performing a binary search without storing the respective indices of the basis states in a seperate array. Table IV. shows the comparision of time taken to compute the ground state eigenvalue and eigenvector by using binary search to find the index of a given basis state to generate the Hamiltonian matrix to implement the Lanczos algorithm by working with two-spin basis states I , s and one-spin basis states I , σ s respectively. We find that by using one spin configuration basis, the total CPU time for computation of ground state eigenvalue and eigenvector is reduced to 1/3 ∼ 1/5 compared to the two spin configuration basis. From column 5 and column 6 of table IV., we find that using one-spin configuration basis states, the time taken is almost the same while performing a binary search to find the index of a given basis state and seperately storing the indices of the basis states respectively. Thus we find that with one-spin configuration basis states, the binary search becomes as effective as separately storing the indices of the basis states. The simplest version of Lanczos algorithm without any form of re-orthogonalization has been implemented to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors given in • Instead of applying the Hamiltonian to each of the basis states spanning V which is equal to count ↑ count ↓ , we just need to apply the Hamiltonian including the hopping terms of only spin up configuration to count ↑ spin up basis states and the Hamiltonian including the hopping terms of only spin down configuration to count ↓ spin down basis states, saving significant computation time. This makes the present algorithm highly parallelizable and can be profitably implemented on a parallel machine.
V. RESULTS
• The storage requirement of the non-diagonal part of the sparse Hamiltonian matrix of effective dimension (count ↑ count ↓ ) × (P ) is reduced to the storage requirement of two hermitian matrices of effective dimensions count ↑ ×(P/2) due to spin up hopping and count ↓ ×(P/2) due to spin down hopping respectively, where P is the maximum number of finite off-diagonal elements in any given row of the Hamiltonian matrix. For the S z = 0 sector, the two hermitian matrices of effective dimensions count ↑ ×(P/2) and count ↓ ×(P/2) are the same, thereby requiring storage only for a hermitian matrix of effective dimension count ↑ × (P/2).
• We just need to store or search the indices of the basis of one spin configuration at a time and not bother about the indices of the basis of the other spin configuration [15] . A binary search would require at the most O(log 2 (count ↑ )) or O(log 2 (count ↓ )) comparisions to find the index of a given I ↑ or I ↓ respectively. For S z = 0 or half filled sectors, where count ↑ = count ↓ , the the maximum number of comparisions required in binary search for finding a particular index would be of order half while working with I , ↑ s or I , ↓ s than those with I , s.
• Working with I , s and then extracting I ↑ and I ↓ from I by examining its bits [16] is done away with by working with only I , ↑ s and I , ↓ s at a time.
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